Listening to music

The music makes me feel...
Color by note!

quarter note  black
quarter rest   pink
half note     orange
Color by note!

quarter note green
half note orange
eighth notes red
Color by note!

quarter note black  half note green  eighth notes yellow
Color by note!

quarter note  brown
half note  orange
eighth notes  pink
Music Worksheet

Musical Instruments

Look at the picture of each musical instrument below and trace the name of the instrument in the space provided.

Guitar

Trumpet

Piano

Drums
Trace all the lines.
Then color.
Directions: Use the key below to color in the picture.

RHYTHM COLORING
" MOSAIC TULIP "

Name:

KEY

peach
light green
dark green
blue
red
Music Worksheet

Instruments Picture Matching

Draw a line from each musical instrument on one side of the page to the matching instrument on the other side.
Which are musical Instruments?

My name is ______________